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A HUT FOR A STRANGER



Hospitality is ‘the friendly and generous reception and entertainment of guests, visitors, or strangers’0

A HUT FOR A STRANGER >

ONE HOME FOR THREE BROTHERS >

NORTHERN NETWORK OF HUTS >

A BASE IN UMEÅ >

SILENCE AT THE COAST >

The main theme of the collection of short stories in this book is a hut 
for a stranger. It describes a set of values that questions to what extent 
we are ready, we are open, we can and we want to receive the uninvit-
ed guest in the landscape, urban or rural, and homes we inhabit. It is 
an ideal project, informed by experience in ‘the real’ or realisations in 
‘real processes; four projects in which ways are proposed to appropri-
ate existing structures or buildings in different landscapes, to host the 
stranger, the traveller, the newcomer, the uninvited guest. An interest 
in what dwelling means and could mean is therefore ever present. It 
is a project of moments, moments such as short stories and drawings. 

The project recognises a misuse of the house / apartment as a com-
modity or an investment, the house that should be a home, a ba-
sic right. The focus is on existing apartments in Amsterdam with a 
history as places for living in. It works to rehabilitate or repurpose 
one apartment with the aim to make it into a home for three broth-
ers, rooted in its history and open to a future as a home for others.

The project recognises an underused resource of barns with an agricul-
tural history in Sweden and other northern territories. It works to reha-
bilitate or repurpose them, through the introduction of a network of huts. 
With the aim to open up the landscape both to a future that includes 
the region and to exploratory forms of travelling / wayfaring. More 
than an infrastructure project it is an adventure empowering the region. 

The project recognises an underused resource of side buildings in 
the gardens of older villas around the centre of Umeå, with a his-
tory as support structures to the villas and in decay at present. It 
works to rehabilitate or repurpose them with the aim to create al-
ternatives to dominant trends in housing development in Sweden. 

The project recognises an underused resource of stone build-
ings and ruins in Bretagne, France, ruins that once were a farm, 
a store or a small house. It works to rehabilitate or repurpose 
them with the aim to provide places to escape to, places for sol-
itude in a society in which we are asked to be increasingly connected. 0 www.oxforddictionaries.com
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I am interested in the idea of an uninvited guest and my interest is stimulated by Peter Sloterdi-
jk’s view of receiving the ‘guest in the inherent home as a sign of the unusual’.1 He writes; ‘the 
modern dwelling is a place uninvited guests almost never have access to’.2 I want to specify here 
what the inherent home might mean if it is expanded from its first meaning of the dwelling that 
has become home. What if the communal staircase, the street, the neighbourhood, the town or 
city and the region are decisive parts of what makes the inherent home inherent? Are we ready 
to receive an uninvited guest there? Directly at home or in the region, the city or town, the neigh-
bourhood, the street and the communal staircase it is based in. Listing these not strictly as levels 
of scale but to speak of an expansiveness from a central situation. Hospitality, openness and 
readiness to the stranger might be rural or regional traditions that are now outdated. Or that 
have become impossible if there is no longer a clear difference between the rural and the urban. 
Maybe the tradition is now represented in digital platforms such as couch surfing and possibly 
sometimes airbed & breakfast. Through which the inherent home is opened up, while curated, 
to the world. The stranger is received as a sign of the unusual. I’m thinking of communities in 
and around mountain areas that provide shelters for the traveller’s safekeeping. A gift that turns 
into / affords a mutual gifting by leaving the shelter behind in good order. Ready for another 
stranger by providing new fire wood, cleaning and sharing food not needed. The contemporary 
shelter might have to be booked and can be used in exchange of a fee. It might have been com-
modified. Has an urban tradition (of the hotel room) reached mountain tops? No matter the 
situation, whether in an apartment in the city or the mountain shelter, can we include a gift to the 
uninvited guest? Unconditionally or actually with specific conditions to that situation. The gift 
of hospitality and an openness or readiness to receive that guest. Does this gift potentially afford 
a mutual gifting / an exchange through the unusual? Mutual mentoring or learning processes 
that are enabled through the differences between two strangers. I’ve noticed that it is often to a 
complete stranger, me, that people share their lives’ stories. Something like therapy in which we 
in Europe or in western society turn to the psychologist of whom it is demanded to be a stranger 
or at least commence as a stranger and preferably the two should never meet outside therapy. I 
do not believe mentoring processes are only feasible among strangers, I do think that it is their 
differences that enable learning. Are there specific conditions required besides this that can 
stimulate mentoring to take place? And how does this relate to the four or so situations or proj-
ects I am currently working with and involved in? - 1 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, Plurale 
Sferologie, trans. H.Driessen, Boom, 2009, p. 361. 2 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 376.

- The Uninvited Guest -
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MY SENSORY IMAGINATION OF AN IDEAL ATMOSPHERE TO DWELL IN

the collective ‘labouring’3 / ‘action’4

3/4 Hannah Arendt, Politiek Denker, trans. D. De Schutter & R. Peters, Uitgeverij Klement, 2015, p. 32
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‘uninvited guests’5 / ‘receiving the guest in the inherent home as a sign of the unusual’6

with 

‘a niche for relations with the self’7 / ‘a basecamp for expeditions’8

=

the cell

‘the mind-enhancing’9

5 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 376. 6 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 361. 7/8 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 351. 9 H.P. Berlage, Schoonheid in Samenleving, before 1919, p. 41.
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with the ‘illuminated’10 writing desk

and
|

separate
|

from
|
it

the bed

10 H.P. Berlage, Schoonheid in Samenleving, p. 42.
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‘the housing of sleep’11 / ‘a premises of the subjective night’12

+

‘shielding of the sexual’13

&

the ‘salle d’eau’ or water-room

shielding of ‘the comfortable processing of conditions that are hard to digest’14

+

11 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 356. 12 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 351. 13/14 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 356.
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‘a regenerative zone’15

to which we may add

the sauna

a residing in high temperatures that affords naked exposure to the earth its cold exterior

& 

the museum of the past

=

storage

and furthermore

the-internet-free / meditation

15 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 351.
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THE PROCESS

in the short texts I wrote once to introduce each project,

I skipped everything that is and that should be in between an idea and the construction of that idea through material re-arrangements. 
 
writing these I forgot about the process for a moment, 

for they are not only projects that can be finished, 

they are stories or even collections of stories.

I have started to consider myself as the mediator in specific processes. 

the mediator can facilitate the appropriation of a building by providing the right setting, by staging the scene. 

by providing qualitative and life-enhancing surroundings and experiences. 

and if my role is to be the mediator then it is my role to initiate conversation about our environments, 

to conceive what it can potentially be like and to make / build. 

a perpetual process. 

in this book the relevancy of the difference between the real, the fictional and the speculative is challenged, 

it contains worlds in narrative form. 

an illustrated book including text, images, drawings.

while the stories concern the past and present it is also about imagining a future. 

I am trying to evoke meaning through the narrative I find or see in the site or situation. 

at this desk I am writing these stories they are not real and they are. 

they are not only fictional.
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ONE HOME FOR THREE BROTHERS
Stories of an Apartment in Amsterdam
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Joost Conijn - AUTO OP DAK [video still]

.... even now it remains to be a very private project. The making of a place to dwell 
for three brothers. Although you might consider market prices of square meters and 
search for what the public expectations are for an apartment of this size in Amster-
dam (Oost). And making it for three brothers might sound very specific. And of course 
it is, yet there are many things the brothers do or need in the dwelling that I think I 
know are quite usual things. They cook, they eat, they receive the guest / and possi-
bly the uninvited ‘guest in the inherent home as a sign of the unusual’16, they need ‘a 
niche for relations with the self’17 / ‘a base camp for expeditions’18, they provide for 
‘the housing of sleep’19/ ‘a premises of the subjective night’20 and the ‘the shielding 
of the sexual’21, they need ‘a regenerative zone’22 with access to water and the shield-
ing of ‘the comfortable processing of conditions that are hard to digest.’23 They might 
even need their own Museum of the Past. Common things we find when humans start 
to dwell, that could mean both ‘not-being-able-to-leave’24 and ‘being-able-to-be-here-
and-elsewhere.’25 In relation to a place considered as a base for further explorations 
the last meaning might be more true. It concerns public values of what it is to dwell and 
these are privately articulated. The combination of three brothers can lead to particular 
ideas concerning material and the organisation of the words above. Even if it remains 
to be a very private project it might contain a gift. Will my understanding of the sauna 
as a residing in high temperatures that affords naked exposure to the earth its cold 
exterior alter if this experience is placed on a rooftop in Amsterdam? A separate and 
illegal gift to the neighbours and other guests, rooftop sauna culture as part of a night 
with food, music, light and cold two-storey showers after the heat. 16 Peter Sloterdijk, 
Sferen III Schuim, p. 361. 17/18/20/22 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 351. 19/21/23 Peter 
Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 356. 24/25 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 354.

- Naked on the Rooftop -
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We live on the second and third floor of the Valentijnkade 27 in Amsterdam where Fietje, who you will 
meet later, was born. At the moment we means Maurits, Luuk & Hyeisoo and me. I am the youngest 
of three brothers that as of recent own these floors, walls and doors, a strange idea. Maurijn, the oldest 
brother, and Maurits have lived here together for a year now. Maurijn has met Luuk and Maurits at 
the ‘Gerrit Rietveld Academie’, an art school in Amsterdam. Both Luuk and Maurits lived, studied and 
worked in London afterwards where Luuk met Hyeisoo, a South Korean artist. Now it seems like we are 
all setting up our basecamp for future expeditions in Amsterdam. Maurits is in the process of making 
his home in a flat in the well-known ‘Bijlmer plan’ that has been stripped. A development in which a 
contractor stripped and cleaned out the whole flat and provided only for the facades and connections 
to the grid. This strategy made it possible to sell the apartments at a price quite rare in Amsterdam, 
even for this area. Maurits will be one of many new inhabitants of the flat who will finish the interior 
by themselves. Luuk & Hyeisoo have moved here more recently, besides London they lived in Seoul to-
gether for a year. They came here to apply for a visa for Hyeisoo to be able to stay in Europe. To obtain 
the visa one of the requirements from the Immigration and Naturalisation Service in The Netherlands 
is for Luuk to have a steady job for which none of his activities as artist and art teacher apply. He 
found a job delivering the mail in the newly developed housing across the water.     February / March 
Two days a week crates with unsorted mail arrive at our home to be delivered the next day. Sorting out 
the mail and the delivery is done collaboratively by Hyeisoo & Luuk. After sorting the post Luuk might 
be reading Kierkegaard on the sofa or following an online course and lecture series on his and others’ 
philosophy. At the same time Hyeisoo is in a video call with her sister in Dubai or possibly studying the 
Dutch language. As Luuk is taking a course in Korean. Maurits has opened the windows on the top floor 
and placed one of the benches close to it to sit in the sun, that even at this time of year is very warm 
when protected from the wind. On cloudy winter days he might turn on his blue (day-)light for a similar 
revitalising effect. I am trying not to disturb all of this too much while breaking down some walls and 
lowered ceilings, that were made not that long ago, to discover what is behind and underneath. While 
Ger is watching television Fietje steps out into the common staircase for a moment and opens the win-
dows to get some fresh air. Ger & Fietje are our down stair neighbours living on the first floor. They of-
ten go shopping together, they carry their groceries in a carrier on wheels. On their way out they might 
meet Karima, living on the ground floor in what used to be the coal-trade, going out for a walk. Karima 
owns the ground floor and the first floor. Ger & Fietje most likely pay a relatively low rent for their 
apartment on the first floor since they have lived there for a long time. And luckily Karima wants them 
to be able to live there for as long as possible, she used to own the upper floors, where we live, as well.     
April / May     Before, due to the visa application, Hyeisoo could not leave Europe for a long time now 
she went to South Korea for two months. She will be back in the summer. Luuk stopped delivering the 
mail and is helping Maurits to make his home. The sun is high up in the sky now, too high to sit in 
its rays behind the window. Heating is no longer needed, we live outside, the windows and doors are 
open day and night. We are not at home as much as earlier in the year, we are no longer hibernating.

THE CURRENT LIFE AND BEHAVIOUR
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On the ground floor at the street there was a storage place for a company selling coal called; ‘‘Gebr. 
van Vliet Kolenhandel”. The coal would arrive here by boat over the Ringvaart, a small canal in front of 
the Valentijnkade.  From an old photo it seems that the coal-trade consisted mostly of a tunnel passing 
from street to courtyard and over it three floors with one apartment or household on each floor. To the 
left on number 26 horses were kept in a similar space. Fietje was born on the third and top floor in 
November 1930, 6 year after the construction of these houses in 1924. She grew up here with her 
parents. When in the interior the brickwork was covered with a fragile plaster and on top wallpaper go-
ing all around. From the staircase the rooms of the apartment are reached from a small hallway, after 
entering there is a door to the living room directly on the right, a toilet to the left, the kitchen behind a 
door facing the entrance while through the next door to the right the small bedroom is accessed. From 
the living room the main bedroom can be reached. The two bedrooms and the kitchen are all aligned 
along the rear facade, rooms of respectively 2.2 m, 1.8 m and 1.6 m wide, and open onto the balcony 
and the courtyard. The communal staircase and living room located along the front facade. The sister 
of Fietje’s mother and their mother, Fietje’s grandmother lived on the floor below. While there was 
no family link with the inhabitants of the first floor her mother’s brother, Oom [uncle] Cor, worked 
in the coal-trade on the ground floor. He was the reason the whole family came to live here, he was 
in a relationship with the owner of this property, the architect who drew its facade, A.J.Westerman 
(1884-1966).

A man called F.v.d.Elst had obtained the right to the land and commissioned ‘Gulden & Geldmaker 
Architecten’ to build a housing block for him. At first it seems like a strange name for an architects’ 
office as the ‘gulden’ is the pre-euro dutch currency, as in dollar, and ‘geldmaker’ translates into 
moneymaker; ‘Dollar & Moneymaker Architects’. Even though it might have been an excellent name 
for such a productive duo it came from the names of the founders Z.D.J.W. Gulden (1875-1960) & 
M.Geldmaker (1874-1930). From 1908 until 1934 they have possibly built 45.000 dwellings all 
over The Netherlands, mostly for labourers, of which 15.000 were situated in Amsterdam. And yet 
I had never heard of them until I saw the name on the blueprints of these houses. They worked for 
private companies as well as housing corporations. Their productivity might be related to the fact that 
both were interested in local politics, Gulden was even a city councillor, or it might have been related 
to their methods and skill. Often they were responsible for the floorplans and rear facades while they 
collaborated with architects such as H.P.Berlage, J.M. van der Mey and apparently with A.J.Westerman 
for the design of the front / street facades. It is likely that such a division of responsibilities was applied 
here; A.J.Westerman drew the front facade, the division of glass can be recognised in other buildings of 
his hand, while Geldmaker drew the floorplans and rear facade. It explains the slightly random relation 

THE NEIGHBOURS HAVE ALWAYS LIVED HERE
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between floorplan and front facade. Our floorplan, or what is left of it, drawn by Melle Geldmaker in 
1924. And through the windows drawn by Arend Jan Westerman fields, cows and horses stretched out 
across the water and allotment gardens to the left where there was no bridge yet. A small ferry carried 
people, among other things, over the water. No bridge, railway tracks, do it yourself store or apartment 
towers to be seen.

After Fietje met Ger Buvelot she moved away from the Valentijnkade 27. Together they found a place 
to live in the Wittenburgherstraat and later on an attic, for the first time with a bathroom, in the Kon-
ingstraat where there son was born. Ger was and is passionate about heating, a ‘verwarmingsman’ 
as was his father and his grandfather. It was his father who introduced him to the trade before he 
started working for a company in Amsterdam, he started mounting heating installations. Once he came 
together with his colleagues in a pub to discuss their discontent about the wages they received, they 
decided to on strike. Soon Ger discovered he had been the only one living up to that decision. Until this 
day Ger is an outspoken communist as was his father. When he decided to go back to work, expecting 
to be fired, his boss gave him more responsibility instead on a job in Nijmegen that would take a few 
years. They lived in Nijmegen for a while, in a big house where they often hosted family and friends 
from Amsterdam. In 1959, fifty-seven years ago, they moved back to the Valentijnkade 27 when Ger 
managed to convince A.J.Westerman to give him the key to the apartment on the first floor. Now 29 
years old Fietje had only lived elsewhere for several years, around this time their daughter was born 
and her family still lived on the floors above. [?] Two years later a colleague told Ger about a vacancy 
as ‘Montage Inspekteur’, inspector of assembly with an engineer called A.G.Fuchs to which he applied 
and where he worked for 25 years. Even though the domestic security service advised his boss not to 
hire him because of his communist background.

On a construction site in Wageningen where he came to inspect the installation of three stoves, two big 
and one small, he noticed that the fireproof chambers for each stove were all connected. He knew that 
if the stone was to be heated irregularly in case only one stove would be used the chambers could burst. 
Three individual chambers should be made with space in between to expand when heated. When Ger 
mentioned this to one of the supervisors on site he was told to discuss it directly with the ‘Rijksbouw-
meester’, the Government Architect in the ‘bouwkeet’, the site office. Not the most pleasant experience 
that resulted in him being sent off the construction site. When he told his boss what had happened, 
they went back to proof his point, the Government Architect did not agree until A.G.Fuchs proposed 
to call in chief engineer Pelzer of the Government Buildings Agency. It is interesting in itself that the 
Government Architect was still actively engaged on a construction site. Engineer A.G.Fuchs was a true 
specialist when it came to all sorts of installations that relate to heating, cooling, air-conditioning etc. 
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Together with the engineer L.L.Mulders he wrote ‘Het Verwarmingsboek’, The Heating Book, Ger has 
borrowed me his copy, in which they describe principles still commonly in use today. A.G.Fuchs did not 
agree to one requirement that was demanded from him every now and then, setting a constant climate 
condition in a building all year round. He believed the threshold between inside and outside would 
become too large, people would slowly forget how to adapt.

Fietje used to work in the Antoni van Leeuwenhoek hospital, where she started as occasional worker 
in the scullery and ended up managing it. The husband of a colleague of hers was the carpenter that 
helped them make their apartment their own. They extended the apartment onto part of the balcony 
to make a bathroom, something the houses didn’t have before. They recall going to the bathhouse 
on the ‘Javaplein’, a square six hundred meters away. Ger connected the drainage of the shower to 
the existing drainage for the roof and had to convince two civil servants once that it did not matter 
since everything ran into the same sewage system anyway. They changed the position of the kitchen 
to where the biggest bedroom used to be, in open connection to the living room. To create a threshold 
between the two and to scale the proportions to their own dimension the carpenter made a lowered 
ceiling towards the kitchen. Made of small wooden boards. 

The Valentijnkade is part of the ‘Indische Buurt’ a neighbourhood where most of the streets are named 
after islands and other notions from ‘Nederlands-Indië’ the former colony of The Netherlands. Unlike 
in other neighbourhoods in Amsterdam you might notice the large amount of original blocks of houses 
that has been replaced by newer dwellings with a variety of dates of construction. Just recently half of 
two residential blocks have been torn down around the corner in two directions of the Valentijnkade. 
These might be traces of something that is called ‘revolutiebouw’ or a revolution in construction ini-
tiated when banks started speculating by giving out mortgages for houses yet to be built in the late 
19th century. New houses needed to be built due to large amounts of people moving to the city and 
this was one of the new neighbourhoods to house them. There was even a higher demand for housing 
than what experienced builders could provide which gave way to new inexperienced entrepeneurs. The 
result was the poor quality of housing that the term ‘revolutiebouw’ is known for and that led to the 
‘woningwet’ in 1901, a law that was to advance the construction of good housing. Since this block is 
built in 1924, well after the law was introduced, it is possible that something had already stood here 
before and collapsed or was torn down before it could. Nevertheless it is one of few blocks of which the 
foundations have lasted until today which has made it possible for Ger & Fietje to appropriate their 
apartment in the way they did and to live here for so long.

This is a series of anecdotes that Ger & Fietje have shared with me on my visits to their apartment on the first floor.
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Fietje is out in the staircase, she has opened the windows and is looking out over the street and the 
water. We greet each other while I open the door to the apartment on the second step of the staircase 
behind her. I must be the first to get back home, I leave the door wide open and climb the bare 
wooden stairs towards the apartment. I leave my jacket and shoes in the wardrobe at the top of the 
stairs, a small bench to put on and take of your shoes, a cabinet for the jackets. More jackets hang on 
hooks along the staircase I just climbed, we added those when we noticed the cabinet did not have 
enough capacity. Especially when we have guests. I take my backpack to my bedroom. I pass through 
the central hallway that is gradually illuminated by the skylight above the heavy stone bath which 
extends past the third floor to draw in the natural light. If we leave the skylight open it can rain down 
into the bath. We rarely turn the lights on in here. My bedroom is the one on the right along the rear 
facade, the smallest one of the three on this floor. The one next to it is slightly bigger and the biggest 
one along the front facade has a small wood burned stove and also functions as a study. When I step 
back into the hallway to grab a towel from one of the cabinets around the hallway I hear my brother 
talking to Fietje downstairs. So I close the folding wall separating the bath from the hallway and take 
a shower to wash the dust from the workshop of. A few minutes later I get dressed and join my brother 
back passed the wardrobe, up the stairs where he already started cooking. The kitchen is in the centre 
of the house and is more like a big (high) table top that we stand around while preparing the food. 
Next to it there is a tile stove that I brought with me from Sweden. There is another big table (normal 
height) for dining towards the front facade where we often sit to work. Behind the kitchen there is 
an arcade that subtly separates the area along the rear facade from the space in front. The ceiling 
is lower behind it and the light has a different quality. There is some more comfortable furniture in 
there and the arcade contains books. I open the entire rear facade, folding glass panes, now there is 
nothing except the vertical bars, that function as fencing, to interrupt the floor and the ceiling towards 
the courtyard. I open the window in the rear facade that slides over a deep wooden window sill at 
sitting height. Its frame is made of wood and slides along a glass pane that stretches from window 
sill to ceiling for the rest of the facade. The glass pane seems to have no frame. The arcade can be 
closed with sliding panels in case someone wants to use this area independently. For instance when 
we use it as our guestroom. The third brother is here now, he opens the hatch to the roof terrace and 
goes up to check the plants in the small garden. We join him with the food. It is cool outside, I fetch 
some warm sweaters and wonder if it will cool down enough tonight to have a hot rooftop sauna.

THE FUTURE HOME
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PLAYING THE PIANO

Maurijn, Maarten, Rogier

want to make this home.

first they lived with Maurits, Luuk & Hyeisoo,

all these names introduced to / moved into the neighbourhood,

we got acquainted with Ger & Fietje on the first floor,

and with Karima on the ground floor. 

with whom we are in the association of owners [vve]

the association must approve of any major changes of the property,

after the changes we must re-divide the shares in the association, to be fair,

we need financial support

and we need a building permit for some things from the municipality that owns the land,

that we rent.

there are restrictions to whom can make the drawings for a building permit,

we will try our luck.

slowly we will rearrange material.

meanwhile the neighbour on the other side of the wall plays the piano.
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existing second floor, plan for building permit application, scale 1:100
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A HUT FOR A STRANGER
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MOMENT IN THE APARTMENT

When I worked as a painter, of walls and window frames, in Amsterdam in the 
company of a friend I confirmed a tendency on the housing market there. Spe-
cifically related to existing housing. I had recognised it before but it became 
even more apparent when we were working in a five-story premises, common in 
Amsterdam. It was recently reorganised to become one house while most likely 
it used to be five. The tendency is not only to make bigger apartments or hous-
es but what I could clearly recognise is the organisation and materialisation of 
living. Inner walls are removed to combine the kitchen and the living room. All 
walls and ceilings are plastered and painted white, the floor is finished in oak or 
oak print. In the bathroom there are two sinks and two mirrors, for the working 
couple. Everything is nice, nice and anonymous, only finished on the surface 
and exactly what is expected from the market. What is most likely to be sold. The 
fact is, in Amsterdam anything is likely to be sold right after it is put out for sale. 
There is a tendency to refurbish each existing apartment in Amsterdam in the 
same way. As an investment or out of fear for it to lose its value if it is not within 
fashion. It grants little time and possibilities for a place to become a home. A 
home that is not only made by each individual inhabitant but one that transcends 
them and is anchored in time. The place for the hurried citizen of Amsterdam to 
slow down and forget about appearances. The tendency described and speculated 
on here is possibly one that only exists for and among the people that can afford 
it. However it is one that makes the house into a product for consumption more 
than a home, something that affects everyone in the chain of housing in this city.

- Ethics in Material -
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Hej..
Hej..

There are specific conditions that I want to reject that certainly do not stimulate a learning pro-
cess to take place. The apartment as immune system for its individual inhabitant as described by 
Peter Sloterdijk.26 Perfectly insulated against the outdoor climate, sound and forms of unexpect-
ed social interaction. I thought I lived in an apartment like this and that the apartment was situ-
ated in a tower block with a manifold of these apartments. The only difference, I thought, was in 
the fact that we are a WE inhabiting it and that therefore we do not adhere to Sloterdijk’s expec-
tation of the individual in the apartment.27 The owner decided to share the space and the living 
costs with two others. A generous gesture and a sign of social interest. No harm done, we share 
the same immune system, maybe secretly hoping to lower its insulation against forms of unex-
pected social interaction. By welcoming it in. WE are six people that stayed here over the years, 
if one of the three is away other friends with a need for housing have been invited in. I thought 
the conditions outside of our small collective did not afford enough common ground for contact 
with other inhabitants. That we share the outer layers of our immune system with, the common 
staircase, elevator, hallways, keypad and the outdoor area we call the neighbourhood. The 
neighbourhood in which other conglomerates of immune systems, tower blocks, are situated. As 
of late it seems like our immune system is beginning to show some fractures. Or maybe it can be 
formulated more effectively by considering ourselves as a threat, a virus, to the immune systems 
around us. A short while ago we received a letter from the president of our housing board (Brf) 
stating that our household is perceived of as some form of a ‘studentboende’, student residence 
or ‘vandrarhemsboende’, youth hostel by its surroundings. Suggesting that the apartment is 
rented out second hand, in conflict with the rules, and therefore it was to be cleared out. It is 
the first time that I feel slightly stigmatised being a foreigner abroad. Finally some disturbances 
due to late evening / night activities were mentioned, we estimate these to be three nights since 
2013 that have already been discussed with the neighbours affected. More importantly, some-
how, the chance for encounters here is so small that the neighbours did not notice that Stefano, 
the owner, has been living here continuously since the tower block was finished in 2013. This is 
not impossible to imagine since after more than a year I have never seen the one neighbour we 
share the same floor with. I have seen one of the neighbours downstairs once when I ran after 
a collector of donations for the Red Cross that I found in his door opening. This is what I know 
about him; he wears a pink t-shirt, is hairless and since recently has a dog that we could hear 
while practicing its barking during the day. The dog was the first sign of life from the apartments 
around us, it breached our immune system using sound. The neighbours had already noticed 
its imperfections during our, three, late evening / night activities. Not as well insulated against 
sound as it is against unexpected social interaction, a combination that seems to lead to anon-
ymous complaints. To realise a perfect example of Sloterdijk’s apartment we have to improve 
on sound insulation, to discard it we must get to know our neighbours through forced encoun-
ters. 26 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 376. 27 Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, p. 410.

- The Apartment as Immune System -
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‘ “I built a house in Robion, to live there. In the middle of 
this house is my trusted desk with the trusted, according to 
the looks of it confused heap of books and papers. The now 
trusted village surrounds my house with its trusted mail / 
post and trusted weather. Further on it becomes less and less 
trusted; the Provence, France, Europe, the Earth, the Universe 
[...]. I am embedded in the trusted to take in that-which-is-
not-trusted and to do that-which-is-not-trusted. I am em-
bedded in redundancy to capture sounds as messages and 
to be able to make messages.” ’28 28 Vilém Flusser, Von der 
Freiheit des Migranten. Einsprüche gegen den Nationalismus, 
Bensheim ,1994, p. 27. in Peter Sloterdijk, Sferen III Schuim, 
Plurale Sferologie, trans. H.Driessen, Boom, 2009, p. 362.
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NORTHERN NETWORK OF HUTS 
Opening up the Landscape to Exploratory Forms of Travelling
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Some time ago I made a floor in an empty barn and hosted a small gathering 
of people there. And please be careful with the word empty, here it means 
without active use but not without artefacts inside. We kept ourselves warm 
for a while at the stove with soup and hot chocolate. That day was a cold day 
especially due to a strong wind, making -15° C feel like something else. The 
dirt road leading up to the barn turned into an ice track, the snow blown off 
by the wind. The highway running past the barn was kept well accessible for 
cars by the frequent passing of the snowplough. Afterwards I showed the floor 
to the owners and since then nothing has happened on it, not that I know of. It 
has not gone to waist since the owners are very pleased with their new floor. 
Some more testing needs to be done on it; in spring, summer and autumn! The 
landscape is ever changing no matter whether it’s agricultural land, forest, 
a pine plantation, the riverside, the city or the mountains. In the mapping of 
these places I will deny the existence of a city centre. Possibly as a reaction 
to Umeå Kommun’s ‘Översiktsplan’. In which the city centre is planned to be 
an attractive place, for shopping, to the whole region. I can tell you I did not 
come to the north of Sweden, Umeå, to do shopping! And since I’ve recently 
been a bit further up north I know that it can be beautiful here. Maybe Umeå 
should not be the most buzzing city in the world but the darkest one. And if 
that’s not enough how do you escape Umeå? By foot or by bike. And where to?

- Exploring the Qualities of The North -
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A barn commonly seen, here in Västerbotten, Northern Sweden, and in other regions as well. They 
are made to store hay in. Due to the speed with which the grass grows in the short and light sum-
mer every field had its own barn. The freshly cut grass was dried on special structures outside and 
the barns are merely wooden frames with wooden panelling that allows the interior to be well ven-
tilated. In the winter the hay was carried to the farm on a sledge pulled over the snow by a horse 
and later a tractor and wagon would take over, as beautifully documented in one of Sune Jonsson’s 
photographs found in the book ‘Inland’. After I had just arrived in Umeå one and a half years ago, 
cycling south of town by the E4, I found Rolf and Ilja making a wooden shingle roof on the barn 
closest to the motorway. When they told me that most farmers do not have a real purpose for them 
anymore due to changes in their methods I asked them why it was maintained and why this partic-
ular barn was fitted with the original wooden instead of the now normal metal roof. Over four years 
Västerbottens Museum has organised and found EU funding for the renovation of around fifty-five 
barns. This barn was the most visible outcome of the project to a larger public and was therefore 
adorned with wooden shingles. With the help of Maria Appelstam Häll I contacted the owner of this 
barn and asked him for permission to make a floor and a stove inside. I now realise I made it to ask 
these questions; Why are the barns maintained? And; What can we imagine them to be? Arne Lind-
ström answered the first question in his short story ‘What can an old barn tell us’, they mean some-
thing to people like him. People who have spent time in and around them throughout their lives. Is 
it the same for other types of barns and other structures such as boat houses or even church settle-
ments? And do we sense this meaning in them even if we do not have the lived experience itself?

< from left to right; Ilja, Axel, who made the shingles, and Rolf

A BARN
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grundsten + mellansten
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grundstock + bottensyl
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hörnstolpe
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spikregel + väggband
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strägva
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stödstolpe + nockås + raft
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panel + tröskel + dörr
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takpanel
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takspån + taklista

brädlada
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the interior of the barn
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fitted with a floor and a stove
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I was ploughing on the plain when I saw a car coming in my direction. It drove out onto the dusty field, 
stopped at a barn when a few people stepped out who rigged up a tripod. At first, From a distance, I 
thought that they were some bird watchers, but then I saw that it was a camera that was mounted up. 
I’m used to journalists showing up, so I sat and thought about what they could be onto for the current 
issue before the truth dawned on me. It was not me they wanted to talk to, but the journalist stood by 
the barn with his microphone in his hand as if the old barn was the interviewee. But, à la bonne heure, 
what can an old barn possibly have to say? It would of course be able to tell about those who used the 
field before me, about the ingenious farmer who drained his fields without pipes. When it was owned 
by our neighbour the barn was almost lonely. A horse usually trampled the hay in order to pack it. But 
then the barn became my father’s and it was rather many children who trampled the hay, and perhaps 
the barn explains that there are wasp nests and spikes on the inside of the roof that ’scratched‘. There 
were always plenty of arctic brambles at the barn’s wall, and how many picnic baskets have not been 
enjoyed in its shadow? It also witnessed how I, when I was little ,was bitten by our horse when I offered 
it a clover flower, and just as silent it stood and looked at us when me and my little brother quarrelled 
over who would drive the tractor. Every summer the barn had a swallow’s nest, and with enough hay 
in it you could count swallow chicks below the ridge. I wonder how many swallows have had this barn 
as their home? Now it has a falcon’s nest on one end, and maybe it wants to tell how it tickled when 
one of the falcon chicks climbed up the wall like a bat. If the truth be told, and it should, it stood in 
the way as well. The barn certainly offered protection against many rain showers, for we are many that 
have been in the hay and listened to the soporific rain pattering against the metal roof. If it would not 
be too awkward, then it would tell for sure about the lady in high heels and tight skirt that in intimate 
eagerness tried to see if it was suitable to adorn the barn with a billboard ad for burgers. The barn 
smiled gleefully enough when it saw the lady ‘’get stuck‘’ in the muddy spring earth, her shoes in one 
hand and holding up the already short and tight skirt with the other - only to find yet another ‘’muddy‘’ 
step on socks. Really! [Is not the blush still there, where the sun has not bleached?] Why it was so 
interesting to interview the barn, was because it was part of a renovation project that the museum was 
responsible for. Now it would stand for another generation, wear its age with prolonged dignity and 
gather even more things to tell. I smiled to myself at everything else that the barn would be able to tell 
the lady with the microphone, and I thought: ‘’May the barns never be censored - but happily quoted‘’!

WHAT CAN AN OLD BARN TELL US

‘Vad kan en gammal lada berätta’ written by Arne Lindström in Swedish, translated here to English
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LAND(E)SCAPE

Marco Casagrande and Sami Rintala,

both Finnish architects, 

dedicated a project with the title LAND(E)SCAPE to the process of farmers abandoning rural structures and the country side in 1999;

‘Three abandoned barn houses lifted on wooden legs to be able to follow their farmers to the cities. 

Barns were set on fire during a traditional slaughter carnival by dancer Reijo Kela. 

The work was commenting on the desertification process of the Finnish countryside, fastest in the EU.’29

29 Sami Rintala, LAND(E)SCAPE, [website], 1999, http://www.ri-eg.com/projects/1999/landescape/, (accessed 17 May 2016). [www.ri-eg.com]
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[photo, Maurijn Rouwet] [photo, Maurijn Rouwet]
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[photo, Maurijn Rouwet]
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land(e)scape describes the escape,

from a landscape that can no longer shelter the people, the farmers that it used to.

they could no longer imagine a future in it,

they were invited or even forced to imagine it elsewhere. 

we can imagine a barn lifted on wooden legs that follows its farmer to the city,

we can imagine a mine pit used for our pleasure,

we can imagine a river with a controlled pace,

we can imagine a house being built from solid timber,

and we can actively imagine our future here.

if we re-enter the landscape [as a bear],

then what becomes possible?

[photo, Piotr Paczkowski]
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LAYERS IN THE LANDSCAPE 

the creation of the other,

distorted reality through representation,

representation of something or someone other can either be diffuse,

or extremely accurate and specific.

understanding the northern landscape as a complex layering,

the list,

of interests, intentions, concerns. 

in contrary to the condition of a wilderness,

every square meter of this landscape is negotiated.

‘Northern Sweden is a vast land-
scape of towering alpine peaks and 
endless vistas of pine forest, Polar 
plains, meadows and glaciers. Its 
eastern edge is fringed by a rolling 
coastline, peppered by islands and 
skerries. No description of North-
ern Sweden is complete without 
mentioning Swedish Lapland - Eu-
rope’s last remaining wilderness.’30

30 Visit Sweden, Northern Sweden, [website], www.visitsweden.com, (accessed 17 May 2016).
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- The Landscape -

NORWAY SWEDEN FINLAND RUSSIA

- The Countries and their Borders -
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NORWAY SWEDEN FINLAND RUSSIA

- Light Pollution -

NORWAY SWEDEN FINLAND RUSSIA

- Competition for Land -
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MOMENTS IN THE LANDSCAPE

commuting daily from the centre of Umeå to the barn starting by crossing ‘Kyrkbron’, cycling towards the Ikea and Ikano construction site,

from where the dirt roads lead into the agricultural land. 

while deep tractor tracks make the ride less smooth at first the goal could be reached in under half an hour, 

through rain, wind, snowstorms and sun. 

and once covered in a thick layer of snow the dirt roads proofed less accessible by bike,

more suitable for walking, cross country skiing or by dog driven spark.
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when visiting carpenters Emil & Jon a bit further inland, in Brån,

where they are rebuilding an existing timber house, there is no need to worry about the traffic. 

take the route south of the river,

gentle climbing and descending while passing the hydropower station.
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even while travelling with high speeds towards the Norwegian coast, 

to the beach that hosts SALT on the Sandhornøya island, 

the changes in the landscape can be appreciated.
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I woke up this morning, packed my things and started walking towards the sun. Last night I arrived 
at the top of this hill, almost no wind and a clear sky. So I looked for a nice and even surface to place 
my camping mattress and sleeping bag. Even though the nights are still short I woke up one moment 
when it was quite dark and the stars were clearly visible. I have been walking towards the sun for a few 
days now. If you would do the same around midsummer and execute it flawlessly would you then arrive 
exactly where you started after twenty-four hours? Of course I am not walking for twenty-four hours a 
day, I take breaks, go swimming, read and sometimes I get distracted and walk in a different direction. 
Today it takes me along the shore of a big lake. Past pine trees and sometimes over rocky grounds. Not 
too many mosquitos due to the wind that has picked up. I receive a notification on my phone, there 
is a hut nearby. I open the map of the Northern Network, it shows a hut for meditation five hundred 
meters away. I have never really meditated. It seems like there’s no door just a series of steps that take 
me up and through what seems to be a thick wall. At the top of the steps there’s a small cubic space, 
not more than two and a half by two and a half by two and a half meters. There is a big round polished 
stone in the centre upon which I suppose I could sit. Little light enters through slits above. I notice that 
my phone has no data coverage at all in here. And that my eyes are adjusting to the dark. The sounds 
of the wind, birds and maybe a distant road come in very clearly, as if it is channelled in. When I step 
out after some time the light that meets me is intense. A bit further on I eat the food that is left from 
yesterday. The map of the Northern Network tells me I am not far from a cluster of huts, of which one 
is already taken. Maybe there are some people around. There is a dairy farm close by with a small 
vegetable garden. I am hoping to buy some food from the farmers and prepare it in the hut for cooking. 
The wind has made it a lot colder so I might stay the night there as well. I walk up to the farm and meet 
one of the owners, she shakes my hand and introduces me to the farm. At the moment they have two 
people helping out in this busy time of the year. She tells me that they sleep in a hut ten minutes from 
here. Two students that wanted to spend their summer in Sweden while earning something as well. I 
ask whether I can buy some food to cook, she proposes I eat with all of them. Other friends are coming 
over as well. I decide to stay the night here and help with some preparations for dinner. After the food 
and a dip in the hot tub I say goodbye and start walking to my hut. It is a twenty minutes’ walk from 
here in one of the fields furthest away from the farm, the cows are grazing there now. I received the key 
to the hut, fresh linen and some food for breakfast and lunch tomorrow. I greet the cows and enter the 
old barn. Inside there is a small room lifted on legs attached to one of the four facades. There is no floor 
in the barn but a narrow pathway or bridge to reach the room. Besides a platform to leave luggage 
and shoes it exactly fits the generous bed and beyond it a glass pane that gives a view back over the 
field, the cows and the forest behind. There is no stove, it is small enough to warm it with body heat 
at this time of the year. The next morning I have breakfast in the doorframe with the cows and leave 
the key in the door. I woke up this morning, packed my things and started walking towards the sun.  

THE GUEST IS NOT A COW, THE MILK IS NOT MONEY
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THE NETWORK

Francesco Sebregondi has told me of guesthouses in sparsely populated La Pampa, Argentina,

written about by Jorge Luis Borges,

they are close to the local inhabitants’ homes yet separated from them. 

so that the uninvited guest can arrive independently from the hosts,

no locks required.

how does it function?

the northern network consists of huts and hosts 

to explore the layered landscape of the North of Finland, Norway, Russia and Sweden.

it does not include roads, routes, paths,

those you will find yourself.

the huts are gifts to the uninvited guest,

they cannot be booked in advance,

they are taken care of by the people in the community it is part of,

they are not there yet.

they are dispersed possibilities to dwell,

which can mean more than overnight stay, a shower, a sauna, a place to cook, film, dance, meditate, a place for condensed internet.

that is how far my imagination takes me, I need the other to take it further.

as a child I started making huts, working outside, with the body, thinking and making, working with wood to begin with.

anyone can make a hut,

that can be part of the northern network.

not unconditionally but with specific conditions to that situation.
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The interactive map of the Northern Network of Huts shows the first hut that will become part of the 
network; ‘Övernattningsstuga Stöcksjö’. It is the first test of what the word hut in northern network of 
huts might mean. It is positioned at the edge of an elongated plot of land next to the ditch that sep-
arates this field from the next. The plot stretches from the forest out into the plain of many fields with 
almost as many barns. The plain reaches from Umeå in the north to Stöcksjö a bit further south-west. 
The hut sits in a protected end of this plain towards Stöcksjö with forest nearby on three sides and a 
view over the plain on the fourth. Many birdwatchers like to come here, especially in early spring. The 
‘stuga’ can serve them by granting the opportunity to wake up in in the field at dawn with a view over 
the plain. Having breakfast with something warm to drink prepared on the stove. The hut is an old 
‘övernattningsstuga’ used by the Persson’s until two generations ago to stay the night when working 
on the field that lies several kilometres out from the farm. There was a place both for the horse on 
one side of a corridor and the worker on the other. The walls were merely boards with a paper over it 
to stop the wind, with small windows, two for the worker and one for the horse. Although there was 
a stove in the room for the worker it was only used in summer. There used to be more barns around 
and a smaller ‘stuga’ like this one directly on the other side of the ditch. Soon it can be used all 
year long, reached by foot or bike in summer and best reached in winter by ski or spark, preferably 
pulled by your dog. On arrival equipment / steel horses can be stored in the stable, where it is dry 
and they do not compete with what the landscape also represents, it is actively used by for instance 
the farmers that grow crops on these fields. Like Ingvar Persson, grandson of the farmer that used this 
‘stuga’, who will most likely grow barley here this year. You enter the hut through a corridor with a 
wardrobe and storage of fresh linen and firewood in a thick wall to your left. Through a sliding door 
halfway in this hallway you find the shelter itself. A stove in the centre of the small room with a gen-
erous bed to the right, the west, the evening sun and a low table or deep window sill to the left, the 
east, the morning sun along the window that if you have already opened the hatch covering it from 
the outside invites the light, the view over the plain into the room. The window is made to provide 
a wide view from the bed , waking up and when sitting down at the window sill, having breakfast. 
The window sill with binoculars on it that allow the guest to inspect the landscape. Glass panes are 
placed inside of the two smaller, existing window openings, they reach from floor to ceiling to let the 
light in both through the window openings and the slits in between the boards of the existing facade.

BIRDWATCHERS / ÖVERNATTNINGSSTUGA STÖCKSJÖ
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Træna is one of Nordland’s most inaccessible places, right on the arctic circle, thirty-three nautical 
miles from the mainland, straight out in the Atlantic. It is known as one of Norway’s oldest fishing 
communities and traces have been found of nine thousand year old settlements. When Traena was 
the last outpost towards the big sea and behind the mountains passed tränafjorden, there was ice 
by the coast of Helgeland. As the last outpost in the Atlantic, Traena is exposed when it comes to 
the weather. The islanders coexist with extreme and rapid weather changes. Many stories have been 
dedicated to that. These stories, of proximity to the sea, of what it is like to live with the weather and 
wind, dark and light, we want to enlighten, creating space for and to make sure that young people 
growing up on Træna today may have access to them. Where are stories best told if it is not around 
the campfire? We want to create the function / spatiality of a campfire, a meeting place that 
is so close to nature that you are in fact in it. The place to be appropriated is Traena’s oldest boat 
house. On the border between sea and land, with weather-worn walls and almost seems wonky. 
We want to preserve this building and create, in the interior, a contrast, a supporting structure, a 
meeting place for good and bad weather. In Norwegian a boat house is called ‘naust’. We create 
seating around a heat source, a panorama view towards the horizon and the sea and the weather 
can come close. A part of the ‘naust’ is transformed into a sauna with an opening straight out into 
the Atlantic. The meeting place will have a capacity for groups of up to twenty people. The most 
important group is that of the schoolchildren, they can use the place as an outdoor classroom. Older 
people are important too. The ‘naust’ can be used as a place for several age groups and for meetings 
between generations. The storm ‘naust’ gives the place a touch of history, nature, culture and coastal 
life. The ‘naust’ can host nights of storytelling, northern lights, stargazing and winter baths. The aim 
of all the activities is to create cohesion and interaction between people and the nature we live in.

TRÆNA

- ‘Træna är ett av Nordlands mest otillgängliga platser’ written by Maja Hallen in Swedish, translated here to English -
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BLÅ VÄGEN EXPLORATIONS

to develop the network I need to get further acquainted with the landscape.

I chose an existing route, the trajectory,*p111 Historic Blå Vägen

an exploration by bike.

I aim to find the places that can [potentially] shelter us 

and to meet the people in relation to them.

documented by means of basic photography, sound recordings and direct drawings on detailed maps.

to introduce the northern network

I have invited the people I know to join me,*p108 This is an Invitation to an Exploration

so that their [bodily] experience enriches the development of the network,

a variety of sets of eyes. 

and they have confirmed.*p110 The Guests’ Nationalities

I chose to set out for the journey this summer, 

three months, three bikes, two guests, times twelve.

a film will be part of the further documentation,

by Adriaan Schuitemaker, filmmaker.

I am in contact with a range of people,*p107 Northern Network of Names

among whom Mikael Bergström.*p112 The Blue Highway

they help.

I have been and will keep on searching for funds, 

stumbling and moving on as an unexperienced sales and marketing agent.*p93 Billboard Amsterdam

NORTHERN NETWORK OF NAMES

Karin Strand Karin Fällman

Malin Karlsson

*Gold of Lapland

*www.bigpapa.se

*Vindelälven - Juhtatdahka, biosfärområdeskandidat

who provided visa invitations for me and my guests in Russia and is the connection to 

told me about John who studies in school

The Blue Highway as the Route 66 of Scandinavia

Håkan Westermark

Potential Sponsors
*Dynamo

Mikael “Big Papa” Bergström

*Svenska Turistföreningen
the fund was not grantedSara Wrangler

*Västerbottens Museum *Umeå School of Archite
Maria Appelstam Häll

*LRF Konsult / Farmer Stöcksjö
Ingvar Persson

*Aurora Safari Camp / Photographer
Fredrik Broman

*Boat Builder / Double Bass Player
Egil Sandström

*Tree Hotel
Kent Lindvall

John Grundström

*Surfing Buddy
Johän Goransson

*Landbrukarnas Riksförbund
Arne Lindström

*Bastu Traena
Maja Hallen

*Documentary Filmmaker
Adriaan Schuitemaker

*CarpentersEmil Walterholm & Jon Lundkvist

Färdefonden

*Blå Vägen E12/Lycksele Kommun
Grete VästeraasFriends

*County Administrative Board of Västerbotten
Susanna Lantz

*Karelian Blue Highway
Vera Meshko

Johanna Gardeström*Vindelälven - Juhtatdahka, biosfärområdeskandidat
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.A.
2016-06-20

 træna - mo i rana

.B. 
2016-06-27

mo i rana - tärnaby

.C.
2016-07-04

tärnaby - ammarnäs

.D.
2016-07-11

ammarnäs - storuman

.E.
2016-07-18

storuman - lycksele

.F.
2016-07-25

lycksele - umeå

.G.
2016-08-01
umeå - vasa

.H.
2016-08-08

vasa - viitasaari

.I.
2016-08-15

viitasaari - joensuu

.J.
2016-08-22

joensuu - pitkyaranta

.K.
2016-08-29

pitkyaranta - petrozavodsk

.L.
2016-09-05

petrozavodsk - pudozh

træna

pudozh

This is an invitation
This summer I will be exploring the qualities of the north, by cycling from the Norwegian coast, Træna, through 
Sweden and Finland into Russia. The exploration is related to a project I work with focused on the development of 
a network of accommodation throughout the North that enables us to explore more and in ones own pace. No 
matter fast or slow. Accommodation can mean more than overnight stay, a shower, a sauna, a place to cook, a 
place for film, a place for dance, a place for meditation. Dispersed possibilities to dwell. Neither the routes nor the 
sites for accommodation are set or found and that is what the exploration is about, finding routes and sites of 

interest through local input as well as new discoveries. Besides making it into a great summer!

I would like to invite you to join me this summer possibly together with a friend on a journey across the North of 
Scandinavia by bike, by foot, by boat, by ... . To be ready for an unexpected guest, you(?), I will take two extra 
bikes with me. And I will arrange small surprises along the way such as floating down the river for a while, food 
from local heroes, a sauna or hot tub in the landscape and, naturally always present, the great landscape itself. 
Here in this drawing you find a simplified map with the trajectory of the exploration and below it its preliminary 
stages with dates and places for the three months it will roughly take. This to indicate that you can choose any 
date between the 20th of June and the 12th of September and come along for a few days, a week or longer. As 
long as it suits you. After you choose a time / slot to join and you travel to this far end of the world everything will 
be set; bikes, boats, tents and sometimes we can tap into existing accommodation, saunas, foods and life. For this 
I need a relatively small and basic budget. I propose a small contribution in the form of support for the project, to 
make the exploration possible and to make it possible for me to invite you. Do you want to join me on this journey?
For the sake of having some sort of message in a small font size; the suggested contribution will not exceed 
150 kronor / 15 euro per day this might not include all food and it does not include your travels to meet me 

‘en route’ but pretty much everything else. This to give you an idea of what to expect.

For further information on the project see the project 
description; Northern Network of Accommodation. This 
is a process on the go, more details and information will 
follow and will be figured out. If you have any questions 
please let me know; rogierrouwet@gmail.com.

*Colours of the Sápmi flag, 
Sápmi stretches across the 
northern parts of Norway, 
Sweden, Finland and the 
Kola Peninsula.

umeå

?

?

?

?

?

vasa

> This is an Invitation to an Exploration.
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NORWAY SWEDEN FINLAND RUSSIA

- The Guests’ Nationalities -

UMEÅ

LYCKSELE

MO I RANA
TRAENA

VAASA

PETROZAVODSK PUDOZH

JOENSUU 

KUOPIO VIITASAARI

STORUMAN

HISTORIC BLÅ VÄGEN

Blå vägen is an historic touristic route with at one end;

Traena and Mo I Rana, Norway,

and on the other Pudozh or Petrozavodsk, Russia.

in Sweden and Norway Blå vägen is also called the E12, a motorway with heavy traffic.
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[photo, Mikael Bergström]

Min första krönika kan inte handla om något bättre än Blå vägen. The blue highway som den också 
kommer bli mer känd som, har jag nu bestämt! Blå vägen har av någon anledning fastnat i mitt hjärta. 
Kan bero på att min far, på den tiden jag jag va en liten unge fick äran att vara Barbro ”Lill-Babs” 
Svenssons chaufför till invigningen. Lill-Babs skulle ju nämligen inviga en del av den å pappa skulle 
få vara med. Pappa som då hade taxi, fick åka hem till Lill-Babs för att sedan sköta hennes transport 
upp hit. Då pappa kom fram till henne visade det sig att Lill-Babs och hennes familj och goda vänner 
va mitt uppe i en grillkväll med helstekt gris. Men som vi så väl känner henne, gästvänlig så togs bara 
min pappa in till gästerna och fick plats vid bordet. Pappa var således försvunnen hemifrån ett antal 
dagar. På den tiden va det ju inte så lätt att nå varandra heller. Mobiltelefonen var ju knappt påtänk-
tJag minns att mamma gick hemma och funderade om gubben skulle komma hem. Lill-Babs var ju 
rätt attraktiv. Blå vägen tog efter det plats i mitt minne och hjärta. Pappa hade ju fått vara en del av 
den. Kan nämnas att han och mamma kort efter det också skilde sig. Men det var nog dock av andra 
anledningar. Under sommaren 2016 har jag funderat på jag ska göra reportage direkt från sadeln på 
en Victory motorcykel. En av alla mina drömmar ska gå i uppfyllelse. Jag kommer på Motorbloggen 
BigPapa.se skriva om själva motorcykeln som resefordon samt om Blå Vägen som den svenska ver-
sionen av Route 66. En sträcka som alla bara måste få uppleva någon gång i livet. Den erbjuder ju allt 
en resenär vill ha. Tanken med min resa är att jag också kommer försöka få kontakt med olika ”verk-
are”, företag, föreningar och privata, för att söka samverkan på ngt sätt att göra vår underbara farled 
känd som ett av Sveriges största turistmål. Tanken är också att söka ”målpunkter” efter vägen där 
det är lite extra värt att stanna till och som ger lokala företag ett tillskott i kassan. The Blue Highway, 
Blå Vägen, E 12:an. Flera namn, men ändå samma väg. Vägen som tar oss MC åkare, bilister, ja till 
och med cyklister fram bredvid den historiska vattenvägen längs ett flera tusen år gammalt stråk från 
Atlanten i väst till Onegasjän i öst.  Du startar i Mo i Rana i Norge, färdas genom Sverige och Finland 
till målet Petrozavodsk i Ryssland. Mellan Umeå och Vasa väntar en resa över kvarken där du erbjuds 
god mat och alla bekvämligheter. Detta kommer bli en oförglömlig resa på 151 mil av ren körglädje 
för oss med lite olja i ådrorna. Att för mig skriva cykelglädje känns svårt då jag är rätt less efter 20 
minuter på motionscykeln hemma i vardagsrummet. Men jag vet att det är möjligt att också cykla hela 
Blå vägen. En ung man tillika samverkanspartner med liknande, men ändå lite annorlunda drömmar 
om utveckling av vägen som också är född på sin cykel samtidigt som jag, planerar en utveckling av 
The blue highway, men som ett cykelstråk fyllt med äventyr. Jättekul! The Blue Highway är inte bara 
Sveriges svar på Route 66, utan också ett viktigt stråk för handel och industriell utveckling. Trans-
portnäringen utvecklas hela tiden på många plan, och denna sträcka är oerhört viktig. Betydelsen för 
sträckan ökar successivt via befolkningstillväxt i städerna, utveckling av regionen och med frihamnen 
i Mo i Rana. Tunneln som går under Umskaret. Planerna som hela tiden diskuteras om en bro över 
Kvarken. Det och många andra näringlivssatsningar i området kommer att ge oss en mycket positiv 
utveckling i framtiden.  Fyra länders natur, kultur och mångskiftande utbud, är det därför väl förberett 
för en spännande resa efter Blå Vägen, eller The Blue Highway. Vad jag längtar! Ses efter vägen.

THE BLUE HIGHWAY

- ‘The Blue Highway’ written by Mikael “Big Papa” Bergström -
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A HUT FOR A STRANGER
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A friend of mine, Oscar, told me two years ago about how he used airbed & breakfast to invite 
strangers to stay at the apartment he squatted in Maastricht. It is not possible on this platform 
to offer a place to stay for free so he set the price to twelve euros. No matter the amount of 
guests you would be. He even added to the description that if you would contact him on couch 
surfing you could of course stay there for free. He was not interested in making a profit from 
his guests. Soon his user account was completely removed. It is tempting to speculate about 
how it happened, did another user write a complaint? Does airbed & breakfast employ people 
to skim accounts for non-profit signals? Or is their system programmed to detect and act upon 
any sign of a different brand’s name, especially couch surfing? This aggressive move, and the 
fact that the founders of the platform are now possibly billionaires, shows its deepest interest. 
The prices are going up and as a guest you are not necessarily hosted more than receiving the 
key to a place. The intention to receive guests in a room that is for instance temporarily vacant 
when someone in the household is travelling is easily understood. In exchange for a reasonable 
fee the guest, a stranger, is invited and hosted by someone local through which both get to know 
new people and possibly a chance to learn something from the other. The contribution from the 
guests is a welcome relief in the host’s high rent or costs of living in one of our cities. Through 
the local the visitor can get to know the place in a more interesting way. However the platform 
does not safeguard any particular form of usage and gave way to being used as a competitor to 
hotels and other forms of accommodation. In Amsterdam there are apartments that no longer 
have tenants or house anyone permanently, they are decorated to be full-time airbnb apart-
ments. Although without the airbeds and the breakfast, No longer contributing to a good housing 
situation for people who actually want to live in the city. And the guestroom is never vacant, 
never open to something, someone, unexpected. Now airbed & breakfast can be understood as 
an attack on the guestroom, hospitality and even healthy housing conditions in the city. In the 
same way that Uber can be understood as an attack on hitchhiking. Attacks on gestures of gener-
osity towards the stranger or to those we are already familiar with for the sake of optimisation. 
Recently the conditions for Oscar have drastically changed when his father passed away, he 
died of cancer that was only diagnosed months prior. Oscar and his younger brother inherited 
a house in the historic centre of Delft including a high mortgage. To cover the expenses they 
plan to rent it out through airbed & breakfast, something their father did not want to do. They 
care, their father’s architects office on the ground floor is tidied up and maintained. They have 
recently selected which is the best toilet paper for their future guests, a great gesture in itself.

- Attack on the Guestroom -

NOW AIRBED & BREAKFAST CAN BE UNDERSTOOD AS AN 
ATTACK ON THE GUESTROOM, HOSPITALITY AND EVEN 
HEALTHY HOUSING CONDITIONS IN THE CITY. IN THE 
SAME WAY THAT UBER CAN BE UNDERSTOOD AS AN AT-
TACK ON HITCHHIKING.
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A BASE IN UMEÅ
An Alternative to Dominant Housing Developments in Sweden
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Can I live in your garden? I know that there are some other people living and working here 
already. The hairdressers, their neighbour and your daughter with her family. So, what 
about this shed in the garden? Maybe it’s not a shed but a ‘structure’ or a house. Do you 
want to maintain it? It has some stories to tell about your family. Three generations of fam-
ily belongings are stored inside. In the insulated part with the stove, where you lived for a 
while in 1971, in the garage, on the stairs, the attic and in the old toilets. Behind each of the 
nine doors facing the garden there is something to be found. And then there’s the ‘forgotten’ 
piece of land on the other side. No one takes care of it and that has an effect on the place, the 
windows have been smashed in so many times that they are now boarded up. Who is respon-
sible for this land? Apparently it is owned by the municipality. Supposedly kids from the 
school broke the glasses, are they invited to do so? Do they need a place to break glasses, 
start fires and find the limits of accepted behaviour? Do you want to own this piece of  land? 
Take care of it? Your daughter told me she would like to move from the apartment in the 
villa at some point. Can we adapt the house in the garden to fit the family’s needs? The ren-
ovation can become viable by finding an active use for it. And if its historical value is appre-
ciated it might be possible to find funding for its renovation. It can become a place for living 
and storing. Can we start the renovation and appropriation this summer? Can we gather a 
team of friends to do the work together with? What’s the state of the wood? And the roof? 
The structural parts? We can start making a proper assessment of the house, measuring, 
weighing, testing. A very precise model can be made, showing the movement of time in the 
curvature of the roof, the state of the paint and the tilting of the door frames. Showing the way 
it reacts to the plot ‘behind’ it. And especially representing the family’s belongings inside. 
Or do you know you want to clean it out? We could make a place where things can be stored 
effectively and a place for someone or even a few people to live. I can’t wait. Do we start?

- Asking the Right Questions -
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Th. Preutz buys the house on Bölevägen 14 including the plot with the side building around 1970. 
He was a hairdresser and used to have his shop here until he passed away around 1988. The family 
history is in everything stored in the garden house. From late grandmothers belongings, their grand-
daughter’s furniture, her sisters window collection and even the old cash register from the hairdress-
er’s.  I met another barber nearby, Stig Lundmark who is seventy-eight years old. His shop is 
called ‘Stig-In’ which means ‘come in’. I did, Stig is a really friendly man who understands English 
and replies in both English and Swedish. He has had his shop here for the past forty-six years. Back 
then he had a view of the cows in the countryside from his window and there were only a few houses 
between his shop and the river. He tells me something about the birch trees, the green are Dutch and 
the yellow are from Umeå. Recently a lot of people in his shop speak about the new IKEA. Most people 
believe it’s a good thing and expect it to provide for a lot of jobs. T. Preutz the son of Th. Preutz 
and current owner of the property lived in the insulated part of the garden house for half a year in 
1971 with his wife M. Preutz. There was electricity but no running water. Now they live in Stöcksjö in 
a house they saved from demolition by buying it and moving it five-hundred meters up the road. They 
moved it to their plot by rolling it on logs. He is an architect who has mostly worked on public interiors 
like the REX bar here in Umeå and another example of his work is Granö Beckasin Lodge in Granö 
upstream along Umeälven. He is befriended with the landscape architect, Ulf Nordfjell, who works 
with the transformation of Rådhusparken. Kerstin Lööf continued Th. Preutz’s shop together 
with another woman. Kerstin and her husband live in Gubbole, 30 km along Umeälven, where they 
run Gubbole Gårdskott, a farm with cows, sheep, and hens. When I asked about the garden house the 
first thing she asked was whether I wanted to live in there. Later on in our conversation she said that I 
should live there. We talked about what farming is like in Sweden. The farmers in Sweden in general 
are almost organic by themselves. Kerstin and her husband only feed the animals grass and they are 
always outside, where they are at ease. This makes the farming quite tough for the farmers who are 
not as well equipped for the work outside in the winter, a lot of work can’t be done with gloves on. 
I asked Kerstin and her colleague about the customers and their stories and according to them they 
seem to be more and more in a hurry. They don’t take the time to relax at the hairdresser’s. This used 
to be different when people would hang-out at the shop for half of the day, smoking... Kerstin thinks 
things have to change or slow down; ‘people are ill’. Tua Preutz, the granddaughter of the old 
barber and daughter of T. Preutz lives in the apartment on the first floor of the house with her husband 
and their children. Tua and her husband want to renovate the garden house themselves but don’t have 
the time to do it, they have thought of tearing it down. The apartment on the first floor of the villa 
has become to small for them with the three kids. For half of the year they stay in the summerhouse 
of her parents in Stöcksjö. They want to buy a house somewhere else, to the south of Umeå as well.

TEG & BÖLEVÄGEN 14
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THE PROPOSITIONAL FOOL, THE ATTENTIVE LISTENER

I had just arrived in Umeå and needed a different place to live,

in many backyards I noticed side buildings perfectly fit to house at least one student.

my focus was on one in Teg, Bölevägen 14.

first I got acquainted with the people living and working there and wrote down whatever we discussed or they told me,

then precisely measured the garden house.*p127

I want to know and be in the site and work at its pace.

to the owners I proposed a process of appropriation including its financial structure;

the owners make the investments in material and other expenses, 

the student invests his time and in exchange he can dwell here for [for instance] five years without paying rent,

during this time he receives the rents of the other spaces. 

after five years the owners will start earning back and profiting on their relatively low investment.

and suggested the possibilities I recognised in words;

in the garden house itself a place to dwell for four newcomers,

and the museum of the past,

the effective storage of the family’s history.

potentially expanded with additions connecting the different plots,

enhancing the crossing of public and private already present on the plot,

for it to reach the public garden towards the school.

I did not propose a proposal, not make the model and not the drawing.

a search for the balance between being the propositional fool or the attentive listener,

a balance I have not found here.
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The man asking me for money on Kungsgatan and I have something in common. He 
approached me when I was walking up to ‘Nya Konditoriet’ to buy bread. Besides 
that we are both foreigners, or citizens, we need housing. While I sub-let a room in 
an apartment on the 8th floor of a building close to the river he stays in a caravan 
somewhere else. Staying in the caravan must result in some insecurity on how long 
it will be allowed, not to speak of comfort. I can stay in the apartment until the sum-
mer and then I will move somewhere else. Should we take control? Can we focus on 
the common ground between us and build a house together? Or appropriate one? 
Maybe we do not have the money but we do have time, although I can only speak 
for myself. We can restore a building and make it fit for living. The owner can com-
pensate the work with a free or low rent for a certain period. One or two years. This 
means we are both committing ourselves to this place and we have to trust one an-
other. We will work together. We can discuss what we want to share. A kitchen pos-
sibly, so we only have to make one. Do you like cooking? Do we need somewhere to 
hang out in the moments we can relax? How do you like to sit back? Do you prefer 
a shower or a bath? Do you spend a lot of time at home? You see, I can only ask 
you these questions since I do not know you yet. We only met once. I can see little 
more than what my own expectations of dwelling are. Maybe you don’t want to 
live together or share anything and maybe you don’t want to commit to this place. 
I’m not sure either. But you told me you wanted to work here and that you have 
children ‘back home’. Do you want to live together with your family? Whatever we 
want as long as we are here we should not be so cold at night that we cannot sleep.

- Foreigners or Citizens -

YOU SEE, I CAN ONLY ASK YOU THESE QUESTIONS SINCE 
I DO NOT KNOW YOU YET. WE ONLY MET ONCE.
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SILENCE AT THE COAST
An Exchange of Letters
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le 22 octobre 2015

à les propriétaires de ces pierres,

bonjour!

je suis une jeune architecte néerlandais,
un maître d’oeuvre futur,
peut-être je peux restaurer ce lieu,
et permettre de rester - habiter - résider ici,
un processus calme,
dans les prochaines années.
peut-être.

vous pouvez me contactez,

e-mail: rogierrouwet@gmail.com

ou écrir à;

Rogier Rouwet
Sieverdinkweg 9 
7107 AT Winterswijk / Kotten
Les Pays-Bas
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le 30 octobre 2015

réponse à votre mot de passage en Bretagne

monsieur,

j’ai bien pris connaissance du document,
que vous avez déposé sur la porte de ma propriété,
située rue du Bourg à Treguennec (en face du camping),
lors de votre récent passage en Bretagne.
je reste à votre disposition pour discuter de votre projet,
de restauration des bâtiments,
et eventuellement de vous proposer une visite de lieux,
lors de votre prochain passage dans notre région.

dans l’attente de vous lire, recevez, monsieur,
l’assurance de mes sentiments distingués.

A. Le Pape
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le 11 mars 2016

réponse a votre lettre, 

monsieur Le Pape

merci beaucoup pour votre lettre de le 30 octobre 2015.
je suis heureuse donc vous trouvez ma note sur la porte de votre propriété.
peut-être que je peux vous poser quelques questions dans cette lettre,
tout d’abord je tiens à vous remercier pour la proposition de visiter l’endroit,
sur ma prochain passage dans vottre région.

je suis curieux de connaître l’histoire du bâtiment,
un epicier aux rez de chaussée?
pouvez-vous me guider une chose ou deux à ce sujet? 
et au sujet de votre histoire par rapport à l’endroit?

dans l’attente de vous lire, 
veuillez recevoir mes salutations distinguées.

Rogier Rouwet
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THINGS ARE CRAZY

so far it has taken me more than forty-two single flights to study in Umeå.

apparently financially feasible but completely absurd,

nearly a quarter of my budget spent on tickets,

more than I pay rent.

it is crazy.

and yet my counter-reaction is to escape towards the south instead,

by car, in between things.

in that sense I often represent the stranger, the uninvited guest

more often than being embedded in the local.

if I was a local inhabitant I would have removed that waist bin by now,

that waist bin in the Holocaust Memorial in Berlin

or maybe I would not have noticed it.
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the third part of Peter Sloterdijk’s Spheres trilogy has not been published in English yet therefore I have translated it from the Dutch translation.



I wish to make the drawings more effective,

to collect more effective photographs,

I wish I could draw with words.
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